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Abstract. The use of visual sensing for action generation in unknown
environments is an attractive option due to the great representation
power of vision, but it is challenging for two reasons. The representa-
tions used in vision are often not well suitable for planning, thus requir-
ing complex learning approaches. Furthermore, an active agent needs to
make decisions on-line, without the delay of o�-line processing.
This paper proposes to combine monocular visual SLAM with dense
visual reconstruction techniques in order to build geometrically correct
three-dimensional models, which can be used for action generation, such
as path or grasp planning in a robotic system. We propose a vision only
monocular solution which will run on-line on commodity hardware. The
problem is very challenging and currently no complete solutions exist,
though similar o�-line systems are quite mature.

1 Introduction

The use of visual sensing for action generation in uncertain environments is con-
tinuously increasing in robotics, as vision is a powerful medium, able to convey
a large variety of information. However, the use of vision in generating agent
actions is challenging, especially for two reasons: First, the visual representa-
tions are often appearance based and sparse. For example, in visual SLAM the
environment is represented as a sparse set of landmarks, which is useful for lo-
calisation but is di�cult to use for path planning. Second challenge in the use
of vision is the real-time requirement.

The visual representations used for action planning can in general be di-
vided into appearance-based and geometric. The �rst pure appearance-based
approaches have been recently proposed (e.g., [1]), but their use is still in its
infancy, since the mapping from appearance to action is usually very complex.
In contrast, geometric approaches with 3D reconstructions can often be readily
used with existing planning algorithms for both navigation and manipulation of
objects. This paper concentrates on the latter approach, geometrically correct
3D reconstructions. Speci�cally, the building of 3D reconstructions is considered,
as the planning using 3D models is quite well known in the literature.

In this work, we propose an on-line dense 3D reconstruction system for un-
structured scenes using monocular vision, especially on commodity hardware.
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Visual reconstruction can be seen to consist of two distinct components. First,
the trajectory of the camera is estimated, usually through sparse image corre-
spondences. Second, dense correspondences are estimated to produce a textured
3D model. We propose a system which performs these both steps in near real-
time, using visual SLAM for the on-line estimation of the camera trajectory. For
the dense correspondences, we use the estimated camera poses to determine the
epipolar geometry, which allows the building of disparity and depth maps. Every
well-behaved pixel in the depth map contributes a point into the 3D model. The
3D reconstruction therefore is a coloured semi-dense point cloud.

To the authors' knowledge, the proposed system is the �rst to perform near
real-time dense 3D reconstruction of an unstructured environment employing
only monocular visual SLAM. The current implementation is not strictly real-
time or parallelised, but shows that real-time operation with adequate recon-
struction quality is possible with current commodity hardware and algorithms.

1.1 Related Work

O�-line systems for reconstructing a textured 3D-model are quite mature and
accurate (e.g. [2, 3]), but deploy methods that cannot be applied on-line. For
instance, bundle adjustment is a popular method for iteratively estimating scene
geometry and camera parameters in all images simultaneously. An on-line method
needs to, however, process each image at a time in the order they are taken and
the complexity should not depend on the number of images or the length of the
video sequence. A bundle adjustment based approach with a separate real-time
3D tracking was introduced in [4] which builds a bridge between accurate and
iterative o�-line methods and on-line active vision.

Few works appear in the literature on the subject of real-time visual recon-
struction, apparently mostly due to the di�culty of on-line camera estimation.
As alternative approaches to monocular vision, real-time visual reconstruction
has been proposed based on stereo (e.g. [5]), arti�cial markers (e.g. [6]), active
illumination (e.g. structured light [7]), or additional sensors (e.g. [8, 9]).

Simpli�cation of the reconstructed point clouds into geometric models and
the subsequent planning is not considered in this paper. There are several ap-
proaches for the simpli�cation problem, with probably the most impressive re-
sults from �tting superquadrics (e.g. [10]). Lately, a simpler approach of mini-
mum volume bounding box decompositions [11] was introduced with grasp plan-
ning from stereo data as an application.

2 Dense Visual 3D Reconstruction

The core of the 3D reconstruction system is EKF-based visual SLAM running
at framerate, similar to the MonoSLAM [12]. The process model is a zeroth
order model assuming stationary camera with Gaussian noise in the pose. The
pose is parametrised by a Cartesian 3-vector for location and a quaternion for
orientation. Landmark locations are parametrised by inverse depth as in [13].
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Fig. 1. Structure of the 3D reconstruction system using visual SLAM. SLAM and
reconstruction processes could run in parallel. SLAM is independent of reconstruction.
Left and right image refer to previous and current frames selected for dense stereo.

Measurements are provided by interest point trackers, which use RGB template
matching with SSD-score to �nd translation, and adapt to the the predicted
scale and rotation around the optical axis. Trackers are initialised by the Harris
corner detector. The 3D reconstruction depends on the camera pose estimate
from the visual SLAM. The pose is used to select video frames for stereo, for
recti�cation of the stereo pair, and directly as pose of 3D point clouds without
further registration. The general process structure is shown in Fig. 1.

We use the iterated EKF (IEKF) [14] for the measurement update step in
order to minimise the linearisation errors of the measurement model (perspec-
tive projection). The problem of outlier measurements has been solved using
the recursive branch and bound search [15] for the maximal joint compatibility
proposed by Neira and Tardos [16].

An essential part of the system in Fig. 1 is the frame-to-stereo decision. The
selected video frames should be of good quality and provide su�cient baseline.
The camera should be well localised to the scene. The proper localisation un-
certainty measure is the camera pose estimate given the measurements and the
map uncertainties. A simpli�ed approach, as proposed here, is to inspect the
dynamic uncertainties as is.

Each new measurement, even from a poorly localised (in the SLAM map)
landmark improves the camera pose estimate. Based on this, the following un-
certainty indicator U is proposed:

U =

√√√√(∑
i

1
Tr Q3,i

)−1

, (1)

where Q3,i is the Cartesian covariance matrix of the ith successfully measured
landmark, and the sum goes over all measured landmarks. The trace of Q3,i

(total variance, TVAR) measures uncertainty, and the smaller the uncertainty,
the higher weight the landmark has in estimation of the camera pose. Sum over
inverses of TVARs accumulates the amount of �certainty�, and inverse of the sum
is again �uncertainty� in the variance domain. Square root gives an indicator in



the standard deviation domain of the uncertainty of the camera pose estimate.
U is fast to compute and problems of division by near-zero are avoided by the
fact that no measurement, and hence no landmark, has a near-zero uncertainty.

The notation for the decision rules is de�ned as follows. Time index t refers
to the current video frame or view. The most recent selected left view is marked
with time index p. Before acquiring a video frame t, the SLAM predicts which
known landmarks in the SLAM 3D map could be visible, denoted as the set Vt.
After measuring landmarks, the set Mt ⊆ Vt contains the successfully measured
landmarks. The size of a set is denoted | · |. The baseline (according to SLAM)

between two instants p and t is the translation vector b̂p,t from the camera
optical centre p to t.

We propose the following rules for selecting video frames:

1. |Mt| ≥ Tmeas = 5.
2. Uncertainty U < TU = 0.02 (1).
3. If the left view p is not set, set p← t and skip stereo.
4. |Mp ∩ Vt| ≥ Tpcomm = 5. If not, set p← t and skip stereo.

5. ‖b̂p,t‖ ≥ Tbase = 0.09 SLAM map units (≈ 5◦ parallax angle).
6. |Mp ∩Mt| ≥ Tcorr = 4

If any condition fails, the right view is not assigned and the stereo reconstruction
is skipped. Otherwise, the current view t is selected as the right view, a disparity
map is computed ([17, 18] with Birch�eld-Tomasi measure), and then the right
view becomes the new left view (p← t).

Rule 1 guarantees the minimum number of successful measurements, which
is related to overall image quality. Rule 2 limits the camera pose uncertainty
and also assures map scale stability. Rule 3 simply initialises the left view, if
necessary. Rule 4 is the baseline accumulation abort rule, which guarantees that
in the near future it is still possible to receive a view with su�cient overlap with
the currently selected left view. Otherwise it restarts the baseline accumulation
by resetting the left view. Rule 5 enforces su�cient baseline length. Finally, Rule
6 requires some number of landmarks to be observed in both views to guarantee
overlapping views and to aid in the recti�cation step of the stereo algorithm.
The threshold values have been found experimentally.

3 Examples

We showcase the system with a di�cult video of a cluttered desk. Camera trajec-
tory contains mostly translation, making a sweep from left to right and back. The
furthest views have no overlap. The camera is a Logitech Quickcam Pro 4000,
running at 30 Hz and 320x240 resolution. Length of the video is 471 frames or
15.7 seconds. The camera is moved by a free hand and shakes noticeably, and the
intrinsics have been pre-calibrated. Progress of the 3D reconstruction is shown
in Fig. 2, including two novel views of the completed model with 124799 points.
Related videos can be found at http://www.it.lut.fi/project/rtmosaic/.
With an AMD Athlon64 3500+ CPU and Nvidia Geforce 6600 graphics card



Fig. 2. The 3D model after each stereo processing cycle at t = {78, 362, 383, 437} and
in the last row from two novel angles. The bottom right image shows the discrete nature
of the disparity map. No pruning is applied to the joined point clouds.

(for visualisation only), our current implementation takes on average 135% of
the available time per frame with this speci�c 30 Hz video sequence. The bot-
tleneck is the stereo implementation.

4 Summary

This paper presents a rudimentary system capable of nearly real-time 3D re-
construction using visual SLAM. Its input is a monocular video sequence of a
static scene and output is a semi-dense coloured point cloud in three dimensions.
The camera is assumed to be calibrated, but no restrictions are explicitly set on
the scene structure. Visual SLAM provides an estimate of camera pose for each
video frame. A stereo correspondence algorithm creates 3D points from selected
video frame pairs. Thus, any video sequence can be used to produce on-line a 3D
model, usable for action generation, e.g. grasp planning or navigation. Our future
plans include evaluation of the system in grasping in unstructured environments.



Most of the individual algorithms used are either published state-of-the-art
or standard well-known techniques. However, to the authors knowledge, no-one
has yet demonstrated a system that combines all these components into a real-
time reconstruction application. The novel contribution considers bringing these
components into co-operation and especially selecting proper frames from a video
stream for the stereo algorithm. Our system is simple, but o�ers an excellent basis
for developing real-time reconstruction based on visual SLAM, and the example
proves real-time performance achievable.
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